
Don't Get Screwed: How To Protect Yourself
As An Independent Musician
If you are an independent musician trying to make a living out of your craft, you
know how tough the industry can be. From negotiating contracts to dealing with
copyright issues, there are numerous challenges that you have to face on your
journey to success. However, with the right knowledge and strategies, you can
protect yourself from being taken advantage of and ensure that your music career
thrives.

Understanding the Industry

Before discussing how to protect yourself as an independent musician, it is
essential to have a good understanding of the music industry. The music
business is complex and ever-evolving, and it is crucial to keep yourself updated
with the latest trends and legal requirements. By staying knowledgeable about
the industry, you can make informed decisions and safeguard your rights.

Register Your Music

One of the first steps to protect yourself is to ensure that your music is properly
registered. Registering your music with a performing rights organization (PRO)
and copyright office will grant you legal protection and ensure that you receive
royalties for your work. This step is vital as it establishes your ownership and
helps you enforce your rights in case of any infringements.
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Know Your Worth

As an independent musician, it is essential to know your worth and negotiate fair
deals. Many musicians fall prey to exploitative contracts, which often lead to
financial losses and limited control over their own work. Educate yourself about
industry standards, seek legal advice if necessary, and do not be afraid to
negotiate for better terms. Remember, you deserve to be compensated fairly for
your talent and hard work.

Hire an Entertainment Lawyer

While it may seem like an additional expense, hiring an entertainment lawyer can
save you from potential legal troubles and safeguard your interests. An
experienced lawyer specialized in music law can review contracts, negotiate
deals, and ensure that your rights are protected. They can also assist you in
navigating the complexities of copyright laws and help you enforce your legal
rights if needed.

Beware of Royalty Scams
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As an independent musician, you may encounter numerous royalty scams that
promise significant earnings in exchange for a fee or percentage of your royalties.
Be cautious of such offers and conduct thorough research before entering into
any agreements. Remember, legitimate royalty opportunities come through
reputable channels, and it is crucial to stay vigilant and protect yourself from
fraudulent schemes.

Build a Supportive Network

Connecting with fellow musicians and music industry professionals can be
extremely beneficial for your career. Building a supportive network will not only
provide you with guidance and advice but also protect you from potential scams
and exploitative deals. Join music organizations, attend industry events, and use
online platforms to network with like-minded individuals who can help you
navigate the challenges of being an independent musician.

Be Mindful of Digital Rights

In today's digital age, protecting your music online is vital. Be mindful of your
digital rights and take necessary steps to prevent unauthorized use or piracy of
your work. Utilize watermarking techniques, choose reliable digital distribution
platforms, and consider registering your music with content identification systems
that actively monitor for copyright infringements.

Educate Yourself

Never underestimate the power of knowledge. Keep educating yourself about the
music industry, legal aspects, and emerging trends. Attend workshops, seminars,
or webinars conducted by industry experts and stay updated with relevant
publications. The more you know, the better equipped you will be to protect
yourself and make informed decisions about your music career.



Being an independent musician comes with its own set of challenges and
uncertainties. However, by taking proactive measures, staying informed, and
building a strong support network, you can protect yourself from being taken
advantage of in the music industry. Remember, your talent and hard work
deserve recognition and fair compensation. Don't get screwed – empower
yourself, protect your rights, and pave the way for a successful and fulfilling music
career!
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There's a lot of confusing information in the music business: copyright, different
types of royalties, how to get paid, and how to not sign over rights you shouldn't.
Now there is a single resource that explains these concepts in an easy-to-
understand format.

Written by Erin M. Jacobson, one of the music industry's top lawyers, this book is
a plain English, straight to the point, primer on the topics you need to understand
to make important decisions about your music career.

This book explains:
- what copyright really means and why you should register yours,
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- the different types of royalties and how they actually apply in the real world so
you can understand how and when your music earns money,
- how to collect the money your music earns,
- the contracts most needed by independent musicians and why they are
important,
- traps to avoid, and
- real examples of mistakes musicians have made and how you can avoid making
them too.

This book provides information from an industry insider that is not available in
other publications, and is an empowering resource for new, upcoming, and
seasoned musicians.
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